MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: AMBASSADOR'S RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ANALYSIS OF MILITARY OPTION IN PRESENT CHILEAN SITUATION

1. WE BELIEVE IT NOW CLEAR THAT CHILEAN MILITARY WILL NOT REPEAT NOT MOVE TO PREVENT ALLENDE'S ACCESSION, BARRING UNLIKELY SITUATION OF NATIONAL CHAOS AND WIDESPREAD VIOLENCE. ALL INFO AVAILABLE TO US INDICATES THAT ARMED FORCES CHIEFS ARE UNPREPARED TO BEYOND SEEKING MINIMAL "GUARANTEES" FROM ALLENDE WHICH IN THEIR VIEW WOULD PROTECT EXISTING RANK STRUCTURE AND PREVENT POLITICIZING OF MILITARY. (WE REGARD SUCH GUARANTEES AS VIRTUALLY WORTHLESS OVER THE LONG HAUL.)

2. OUR OWN MILITARY PEOPLE HAVE HAD FAIRLY EXTENSIVE CONTACTS WITH THEIR CHILEAN COLLEAGUES DURING LAST FEW DAYS. THEY ARE UNANIMOUS IN REJECTING POSSIBILITY OF MEANINGFUL MILITARY INTERVENTION IN POLITICAL SITUATION PRIOR TO OCTOBER 24 CONGRESSIONAL ELECTION OF PRESIDENT. THERE IS APPARENTLY SOME TALK AMONG SOME OFFICERS OF DOING SOMETHING AFTER THAT DATE IF ALLENDE IS ELECTED. IN OUR JUDGEMENT SUCH MUTTERINGS ARE NOT TO BE TAKEN SERiously.

3. YOU WILL HAVE SEEN FROM OUR RECENT REPORTING THAT THE ALESSANDRI-TO NEW ELECTIONS-TO FREI FORMULA HAS ACQUIRED NEW LIFE. WE CANNOT YET BE OPTIMISTIC; WE BELIEVE THAT THE SCHEME MIGHT JUST POSSIBLY WORK IF INTENSE PRESSURES ON PDC BUILD UP (DISINTEGRATING ECONOMIC SITUATION, SPREADING FEAR AROUSED BY PREMATURE COMMUNIST MOVES, ETC.) AND IF FREI SUCCEEDS IN WHAT IS BEGINNING TO LOOK LIKE AN ALL-OUT EFFORT.

4. MILITARY IN THEIR CURRENT AND CUSTOMARY STATE OF FLABBY IRRESOLUTION HAVE NO PART TO PLAY IN THIS SCENARIO UNTIL THE FINAL ACT. WHATEVER THE OUTCOME OF ANY DISCUSSIONS WITH ALLENDE WHICH MAY TAKE PLACE, WE FORESEE NO SIGNIFICANT, SUSTAINED PRESSURE FROM THAT.
QUARTER ON FREI AND RPC. WE HAVE TO ACCEPT THE FACT THAT
THIS MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT SIMPLY LACKS COHESION AND
POLITICAL PURPOSE; ITS ONLY REAL UNIFYING INSTINCT IS
TO SURVIVE SO AS TO ENJOY MINOR PRIVILEGES (CARS, HOUSES,
PENSIONS AND THE LIKE) AND DAZZLE-PARADE-GROUND-AUDIENCES.
FEARS IN THE ARMED FORCES OF WHAT A MARXIST REGIME WILL
MEAN FOR THE INSTITUTION—AND THEY DO EXIST—CAN ALL TOO
EASILY BE TRANQUILIZED BY ALLENDE APPEALS TO THESE PETTY
SELF-INTERESTS, ACCOMPANIED BY THE HOLLOW GUARANTEES TO
WHICH WE HAVE REFERRED. IN ALL FAIRNESS, WE MUST ADO
THAT MILITARY ARE ALSO AFFLICTED BY NIGHTMARE OF CON-
FRONTATION IN THE STREETS WITH "POPULAR FORCES" AND ARE
UNWILLING OR UNABLE TO CONSIDER HOW THEY MIGHT PRE-EMPT
OR CONTAIN SUCH FORCES. UNLESS BACKED BY UNAMBIGUOUS
CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL AUTHORITY, THEY WOULD SHRINK
FROM PROSPECT OF HAVING TO SHOOT CIVILIANS AND OTHERS
PROVOKING WHAT THEY SEE AS POSSIBLE CIVIL WAR. ARMED
FORCES ARE SO DISORGANIZED AND INEXPERIENCED IN THESE
MATTERS AS TO MAKE IMPOSSIBLE THE KIND OF QUICK BLOOD-
LESS MILITARY INTERVENTION (INCLUDING PRIOR ROUNDUP OF
LEFTIST LEADERS) WE ARE FAMILIAR WITH IN OTHER LATIN
AMERICAN COUNTRIES.

5. AS STATED, HOWEVER, MILITARY WOULD HAVE A
VITAL PART TO PLAY ON OCTOBER 24—25 IF SCENARIO WERE
TO UNFOLD FAVORABLY. TROOPS IN THE BACKGROUND PRE-
PARED TO MAINTAIN ORDER IN SANTIAGO, AND TO ENSURE
THAT THE CONSTITUTIONAL WILL OF THE CONGRESS PREVAILED,
WOULD BE NECESSARY. IT IS OUR JUDGMENT THAT FREI
AGAIN IS THE KEY TO THIS PROBLEM. THE COMMANDERS CAN
BE EXPECTED TO OBEY ITS ORDERS, AND WE THINK IT LIKELY
THAT THE TROOPS, DESPITE SOME MARXIST PENETRATION, WILL
OBEY THEM. IT SEEMS TO US, THEN, THAT THE SUCCESS OF
SUCH AN ENTERPRISE IN ALL ITS ASPECTS MUST DEPEND ON
THE PRESIDENT'S WILL AND SKILLS—PERSONAL QUALITIES ON
WHICH EXPERIENCE COUNSEL WE CANNOT PIN MORE THAN MODEST
HOPES.

6. WHAT WE ARE SAYING IN THIS "COLD-BLOODED ASSESS-
MENT" IS THAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR FURTHER SIGNIFICANT USG
ACTION WITH THE CHILEAN MILITARY ARE NONEXISTENT. THEY
ALREADY KNOW THEY HAVE OUR BLESSING FOR ANY SERIOUS MOVE
AGAINST ALLENDE, AND WE CAN MANAGE TO REPEAT THE MESSAGE
IF CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD SO Dictate. BUT THIS IS AS FAR
AS WE CAN PRUDENTLY OR REASONABLY GO. THERE IS NO GROUP
OR INDIVIDUAL WITHIN THE ARMED FORCES AROUND WHOM A COUP EFFORT WITH ANY REAL CHANCE OF SUCCESS COULD BE ORGANIZED EVEN VIAUX IS REPORTEDLY SEEKING TO MEET ALLENDE. WE REPEAT THAT OUR BEST INTELLIGENCE MAKES IT CLEAR THAT NOTHING WILL MOVE THE ARMED FORCES ON THEIR OWN EXCEPT NEAR APOCALYPTIC DEVELOPMENTS. FOR THE TIME BEING IT IS THEREFORE OUR INTENTION TO RESTRICT OUR EFFORTS IN THIS FIELD TO NORMAL CONTACTS. MORE COULD BE RISKY TO US AND HARMFUL TO THE FREI EFFORT.

7. ALTHOUGH THE FOREGOING DOES NOT RESPOND SPECIFICALLY TO HYPOTHETICAL QUESTIONS YOU PUT TO US, WE BELIEVE THAT OUR ANALYSIS DOES ADEQUATELY COVER THE REALITIES IN TERMS OF 40 COMMITTEE DELIBERATIONS. WE ALSO REALIZE, HOWEVER, THAT THE SHIFT TO WHAT CAN BE CALLED THE POLITICAL ALTERNATIVE WILL RAISE NEW QUESTIONS ABOUT POSSIBLE USG POLITICAL ACTION TO SUPPORT NEW-ELECTION SCENARIO. THESE MAY BE SATISFIED BY MAKING THE FOLLOWING POINTS: (A) THERE IS CONSIDERABLE LOOSE TALK AMONG RIGHTISTS AND CERTAIN CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATS CONCERNING THE BUYING OF KEY VOTES IN CONGRESS AT PRESENT THIS IS NOTHING MORE THAN WILD SPECULATION. 

MEANWHILE, AMBASSADOR IS IN CLOSE BUT DISCREET TOUCH WITH KEY PEOPLE AROUND FREI WHO ARE TRANSMITTING TO AND FROM THAT CENTRAL FIGURE INFORMATION, IDEAS, INFLUENCE, AND IMPLICIT EVIDENCE OF USG SUPPORT. AMBASSADOR IS ALSO USING RANGE OF CONTACTS AND METHODS IN QUIET, VERY CONTAINED EFFORT TO CREATE PROPITIOUS ATMOSPHERE FOR SCENARIO. HE WILL BE REPORTING SEPARATELY ON THESE MOVES. EMBASSY MAINTAINING LOWEST POSSIBLE PROFILE AND NON-INVOLVEMENT BEYOND NECESSARY INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION ACTIVITIES.
8. SITUATION IS STILL TOO FLUID AND UNCERTAIN TO PERMIT INTELLIGENT ASSESSMENT OF PROSPECTS FOR EFFECTIVE COVERT ACTION UNDER ALLENDE. WE WILL, HOWEVER, BE WORKING ON IDENTIFYING POSSIBILITIES AND WILL REPORT AS SOON AS REALISTIC RECOMMENDATIONS CAN BE MADE.